This paper deals with the identi cation of a linear parameter-varying (LPV) system whose parameter dependence can be written as a linear-fractional transformation (LFT). We formulate an output-error identi cation problem and present a parameter estimation scheme in which a prediction error-based cost function is minimized using nonlinear programming; its gradients and (approximate) Hessians can be computed using LPV lters and inner products, and identi able model sets (i.e., local canonical forms) are obtained e ciently using a natural geometrical approach. Some computational issues and experiences are discussed, and a simple numerical example is provided for illustration.
Introduction
Identi cation of LTI systems is an extremely well-studied research topic. Many successful algorithms have been developed and analyzed; these traditional algorithms are usually easily implemented and enjoy widespread use (Ljung, 1987) . However, transfer function-based approaches to system identi cation do not apply to linear parametervarying (LPV) systems: linear systems that depend on time-varying parameters. These require state-space models. Subspace-based identi cation methods (Viberg, 1995) have shown considerable promise for generating such models for MIMO LTI systems, and adaptation of these methods to LPV systems has been investigated (Lovera, 1997) .
Increasing demand for MIMO LTI and LPV plant models calls for increased study of state-space and linear-fractional transformation (LFT) modeling. LFTs, used extensively in robust control theory (Zhou et. al., 1995) , have recently been used to solve gain-scheduling (Apkarian and Gahinet, 1995; Packard, 1994) and model reduction problems, as well. Consisting of constant matrices (containing unknown parameters) in feedback with integrators, delays, and/or timevarying gains, this model structure can represent linear systems that are parametervarying, multidimensional, uncertain, and/or mixed discrete/continuous-time (Beck and D'Andrea et. al., 1996) .
Some previous work considered a simple full-information identi cation problem (with and without equation-error noise) for linear-fractional LPV systems having single (Nemani et. al., 1995) or multiple (Lovera et. al., 1998) time-varying parameter blocks. The parameter estimation problem is reduced to recursive least-squares and su cient persistence-of-excitation conditions for consistent parameter estimation are given using least-squares and instrumental-variables methods.
In this paper, the LFT structure is used to identify LPV system models. Theoretical proofs, omitted for the sake of brevity, can be found in (Lee, 1997) . After some preliminaries in x2, a parameter estimation scheme is presented in x3: a prediction error-based cost function is minimized using nonlinear optimization (Sandell and Yared, 1978; Segal and Weinstein, 1989) . Computing the gradients and (approximate) Hessians reduces to conducting LPV simulations and taking inner products. As with any local nonlinear optimization technique, the presence of local minima makes sensible initialization important; to address this issue, we o er a bootstrapping approach that considers LPV models whose parameter dependence is a ne. In x4, the identi cation scheme is generalized to all systems represented by LFTs that are not themselves \un-certain" (in the robust control sense). An elementary numerical example is provided in x5.
Particular attention is paid in x4 to the issue of identi ability for model sets induced by LFT representations. It is well-known that such parameterizations (e.g., state-space realizations) are inherently redundant and unidenti able in the classical sense (Ljung, 1987) . We show that, under modest conditions, these equivalence classes are di erentiable manifolds in the parameter space. The orthogonal complements of their tangent spaces, which can be computed systematically using singular value decomposition, lead to natural local canonical forms that greatly improve the e ciency and numerical conditioning of the nonlinear programming associated with iterative parameter estimation. (Similar results for LTI systems were obtained independently in   2   (McKelvey and Helmersson , 1997) and (McKelvey, 1994) Nonlinear programming techniques (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983) can be used to locally minimize a nonlinear, nonconvex (but di erentiable) objective function J( ).
The gradient vector g( ) 2 R N and the matrixĤ( ) 2 R N N , a positive semi-de nite approximation of the Hessian, appear in such well-known iterative optimization procedures as the steepest-descent algorithm
and the Gauss-Newton algorithm
where k denotes the iteration number and (k) the step size.
Let M = 
where p(t) denotes a time-varying parameter vector.
3 Identi cation of LPV Systems
In this section, we treat an identi cation problem for an LPV system with LFT parameter dependence. Only discrete-time systems and batch (i.e., non-recursive) algorithms are considered; similar results exist for continuous-time systems and/or on-line identi cation (Lee, 1997) . For simplicity, attention is further restricted to an output-error noise model. In this paper, the term \parameter" is used to refer to two di erent entities: the time-varying scheduling parameters or scheduling variables that are measured, and the unknown structural parameters that are estimated; despite this unfortunate ambiguity, the meaning of each instance should be clear from the context.
Output-Error Problem Setup
Consider the nth-order, discrete-time, output-error LPV plant y = P(p; )u + ; where
Here p 2 R s is a measured time-varying parameter, while 2 R N is an unknown parameter to be identi ed. The signals u 2 R nu , y 2 R ny , and 2 R ny respectively denote the measured input, measured output, and normally distributed white noise added to the output. The plant is assumed to depend linear-fractionally on p (see Figure 1) Given data fy(t); u(t); p(t)g L?1 t=0 generated by the \true" plant P(p; true ), nd^ = arg min J( ).
As is well-understood in classical parameter estimation literature (Deutsch, 1965) ,^ is a maximum-likelihood estimate of the model parameters for output-error plants under assumptions of Gaussian white noise; more general noise models can be treated at some expense. For example, \inverting the noise model" leads to a general predictionerror method (Lee and Poolla, 1996; Ljung, 1987) . In the general maximum-likelihood framework (Sandell and Yared, 1978; Segal and Weinstein, 1989) , computing gradients for the cost can be quite cumbersome, although concepts like generating initial estimates and identi ability apply readily.
Parameter Estimation via Nonlinear Programming
We now consider computation of the gradient function g : R N ! R N of the nonlinear cost function J and a positive semi-de nite approximationĤ : R N ! R N N of the Hessian H. We can write g( ) andĤ( ) in terms of the prediction error e as
or more compactly as
where E( ) := @e @ = h @e @ 1 @e @ N i 2 R ny N , is the Jacobian of e( ).
Hereafter, dependence on is suppressed (for brevity's sake) where its presence can be inferred. The following result gives formulas for the sensitivity functions @e T . Each sensitivity function @e @ k is given by
Evaluating the cost, its gradient, and its (approximate) Hessian therefore reduces to N + 1 LPV simulations and N(N + 1)=2 + N inner products. The Jacobian E can thus be computed all at once using the equivalent matrix di erence equations
with E(t) = ?Ŷ (t), where
For the steepest-descent algorithm (2.1), only the gradient g (and notĤ) need be computed. This can be done more e ciently using an adjoint lter (Sandell and Yared, 1978) instead of the error senstivities. Adjoint LTI/LTV/LPV systems are de ned in the usual sense (Callier and Desoer, 1991): De nition 3.2 Consider the LTV system y = Gu given by 2 4 x(t + 1) y(t)
Its adjoint on the interval 0; 1; : : : ; L by G is given by 2
and satis es the necessary identity hv; Gui L = hG v; ui L . Substituting (3.9) into (3.4), we can express the gradient via g k = ? Example 3.3 Parameterize the plant as = M, where M is given by (3.3). Given 2 R N and data fu(t); y(t); p(t)g L?1 t=0 , compute fx(t); w(t); e(t)g L?1 t=0 via (3.8). as well as the signals = Q e and v(t) = x T (t) w T (t) u T (t) ] T : The gradient vector is determined
Because the cost function J( ) possesses local minima, the success of any iterative parameter estimation algorithm depends on providing reasonable initial seeds. One (naive) approach would be to generate an LTI estimate (A; B u ; C y ; D yu ) using subspace-based ID methods, select block dimensions r 1 ; : : : ; r s a priori, and initialize the LPV algorithm using random values for (B w ; C z ; D zw ; D zu ; D yw ) (initializing these parameters at zero will not work, for they will simply stay zero for all iterations). Although such random seeds may work in a few cases, more systematic methods are preferred.
A more sensible approach involves bootstrapping from an LPV model that depends a nely on p, just as one would approximate any nonlinear model by a linearization:
1. Generate an (initial) a ne model using a subspace-based algorithm.
2. Re ne the a ne model it using the iterative algorithm in x3.3).
The a nely-dependent LPV model is equivalent to constraining D zw = 0 in an LFT model. In fact, as shown in (Zhou et. al., 1995) , singular value decomposition can be used to convert any a nely dependent model to an LFT representation, and the singular values obtained can be used to select block dimensions for p .
Clearly, any input-output LPV system admits many input-output equivalent systems that are related by similarity (e.g., state-space coordinate) transformations; this redundancy must be accounted for. However, nding computationally tractable canonical forms for state-space models has long been an open problem. For example, controllable and observable canonical forms and their extensions to MIMO systems (Ljung, 1987) tend to be ill-conditioned. In fact, it has been shown (Hazewinkel and Kalman, 1975) where the static, time-varying gain @M(p(t)) @ k is obtained by di erentiating (3.10) by k .
As in x3.2, the Jacobian E can be obtained by an e cient matrix recursion: As in x3.2, the gradient can be computed by itself more e ciently using an adjoint lter. In fact, the elements of g are given by g k = ? @M(p)
where Q (p) is the adjoint of Q(p). As before, computing g can be reduced to just two LPV simulations and N inner products, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3.5 Choose 2 R N to be the a ne state-space data of P(p; ) as given by the matrix M sbs in (3.13). For a xed value and data fu( (where u T (t) = 1 p T (t) ] u T (t)) can easily be generated by subspace-based ID. The iterative algorithm then be initialized with this model and A 1 = = A s = 0 and C 1 = = C s = 0. However, the data fp(t)g L?1 t=0 needs to be in some sense \zero-mean"; otherwise, the initial estimates for A 0 and C 0 may be biased.
Plant models are obviously input-output invariant under certain state-space transformations. Numerically attractive solutions to the identi ability problem may involve transforming (A(0); B(0); C(0); D(0)) into some local canonical form, for example.
Identi cation of LFT Systems
The identi cation scheme of x3 is generalized here to all linear systems that can be written as non-uncertain LFTs. We also address the critical issue of identi ability using a natural local canonical form|derived from geometrical ideas|that greatly aids the associated nonlinear programming.
Setup
De ne the complementary block structures = fdiag( 1 I n 1 ; : : : ; S I n S ) : k 2 LT Vg and let n := n 1 + : : : + n S . The set denotes block-diagonal, nite-dimensional (n n) LTV operators, and S is an associated set of real scaling matrices that commute multiplicatively with elements of . Block structures that include \full" as well as \repeated-scalar" blocks are considered in (Lee, 1997) . Given , de ne the block-projection matrices f k 2 R n k n g S k=1 as k := 0 n k (n 1 + +n k?1 ) I n k 0 n k (n k+1 + +n S ) ]:
Consider the n y n u linear system The following statements are equivalent: (1) S M is injective (i.e., one-to-one), (2) S M is locally injective about I n , (3) the matrix M has full rank.
If the similarity map S M is one-to-one (i.e., M has full rank), then it is in fact a homeomorphism, since it is already continuous and onto. 
Parameter Estimation via Nonlinear Programming
We now generalize the scheme of x3 for identifying LPV systems to the general case of any system represented by an LFT. Consider the output-error plant y = P( ; ) u + in Figure 2 . Here 2 is structured as in (4.1) and is known (i.e., it itself contains no \uncertainties" such as those found in robust control plant models). Also, u 2 R nu is the input, y 2 R ny is the measured output, 2 R ny is Gaussian white noise, 2 R N is an unspeci ed parameter vector, and P( ; ) = F u (M( ); ), where
De ning e := y ?ŷ to be the prediction error andŷ = P( ; )u the predicted output, consider the following identi cation scheme for LTI or LPV systems:
Given (continuous-or discrete-time) experimental data (y(t); u(t); (t)) t2 0;L) generated by the \true" plantP ( ; true ), minimize J( ) := he( ); e( )i L =2. As in x3.1, this amounts to maximum-likelihood estimation.
Let us consider computation of the gradient vector g( ) 2 R N of J( ) and the approximationĤ( ) 2 R N N of the Hessian. These are again given by (3.4){(3.5).
The procedure in Lemma 3.1 for computing the error sensitivities @e @ k (k = 1; : : : ; N) generalizes as follows. where N = (n + n y )(n + n u ). In fact, h @e @C @e @D i = x T u T ] I ny ; no ltering is needed for these sensitivities. If the steepest-descent algorithm (2.1) is used, thenĤ need not be computed. We can compute the gradient alone more e ciently using a single adjoint lter (Sandell and Yared, 1978) , instead of N sensitivity lters. Indeed, substituting (4.7) into (3.4) yields the formula @J which uses only the projected gradient g ? and \Hessian"Ĥ ? . The steepest-descent algorithm (2.1) retains its original form, so g can always be computed more quickly using adjoint lters. The algorithms were implemented in MEX-les written for MATLAB v4.2 and executed on a DEC 3000 Alpha running OSF/1 V2.0. Parameter estimation for the a ne LPV model required 169 seconds for 30 steepest-descent iterations and 53 seconds for 7 Gauss-Newton iterations. Parameter estimation for the linear-fractional LPV model required 146 seconds for 30 steepest-descent iterations and 41 seconds for 6 Gauss-Newton iterations. As expected (Dennis and Schnabel, 1983) , not only did the Gauss-Newton algorithm produce the better estimates, but it also converged in fewer iterations and less time; its relative e ciency more than made up for the additional computation required to approximate the Hessian. Figure 3 presents the estimated models' prediction errors on a set of validation data. Figure 4 plots the cost function J( ) at each iteration.
Computational Issues and Experiment Design
Starting from the same data and initial seed, we then used the identi ability concepts of x4.2 to repeat Step #3 above with the smaller parameter = V T ? m 2 R 11 . Local canonical forms were generated at each iteration, and nonlinear optimization was conducted using the modi ed Gauss-Newton algorithm (4.10). The identi ed model not only was input-output equivalent to the identi ed model in x5 (as indicated in Figure 5) but also required 30% less computation time (as the reduced number of parameters would suggest). Furthermore, the calculations were much better-conditioned (e.g.,Ĥ ? was positive-de nite with (Ĥ ? ) 10 ?6 , butĤ was singular with (Ĥ) 10 ?15 ). Figure 6 plots the cost function J( ) at each iteration.
Conclusions
We have focused on the problem of identifying linear parameter-varying systems and other systems that can be represented by linear-fractional transformations. The identi cation problem was formulated as a minimization problem to which nonlinear optimization techniques were applied. Computing gradients and (approximate) Hessians of the cost function was shown to reduce to LPV ltering and inner products. We o er a non-circular \bootstrapping" technique that generates a nely-dependent LPV models using a combination of (non-iterative) subspace identi cation and iterative algorithms. A natural, geometrically inspired local canonical form was shown to o er considerable numerical advantages over ad hoc approaches to achieving identi able parameterizations (as llustrated by a simple numerical example). 
